Due to the significant translational heave motion at the pilot station associated with changes in aircraft pitch attitude, the motion cueing for aircraft pitch maneuvering typically requires significant heave washout filtering. Previous studies that attempted to motivate choices in the motion cueing strategy for pitch maneuvering based on measurements of pilot behavior. For the small conventional aircraft considered in these studies, the results indicated that, despite the fact that pilots were found to adapt their control strategy to changes in heave cueing, the pitch rotation had a dominant influence on pilot behavior during pitch tracking. For large commercial airliners, a relevant application of this research as a lot of commercial pilot training occurs on moving-base simulators, the location of the pilot station is significantly further from the center of aircraft pitch rotation, yielding more pronounced heave motion cues during changes in pitch attitude. This difference, in addition to typically slower pitch dynamics that require more lead equalization, implies the best choice in motion cueing for large aircraft may be significantly different from what would be optimal for smaller aircraft. In this paper, an experiment is described in which pilot behavior is measured in a pitch attitude disturbance-rejection task with a controlled element and motion cueing conditions that are representative for a Boeing 747 aircraft. Different third-order heave washout filter settings were considered, in addition to a variation in the presence of 1-to-1 rotational pitch motion. Significant effects of the applied variation in pitch and heave motion cueing are observed, even though the effect of heave motion feedback is indeed found to be comparatively more important for larger aircraft. Furthermore, a heave motion filter that combined a low gain with low filter phase distortion was found to yield the least effect on pilot behavior, while for heave motion filters with a relatively high gain and high break frequency significantly larger contributions of motion feedback to pilot behavior were observed.
I. Introduction
Moving-base flight simulators are heavily used for airline pilot training due to their low cost, flexibility, and the fact that they provide a safe training environment. To ensure the best possible training of low-level flying skills in a simulator, it is important that there is a thorough understanding of important aspects of flight simulation that are relevant for simulating large commercial aircraft. One of the most challenging areas in simulating large commercial aircraft is the motion cueing of the simulator. [1] [2] [3] Motion cues increase the realism of the simulation and some studies report reduced differences in pilot behavior during manual control tasks compared to in-flight behavioral measurements. 4 Due to the physical limitations of a simulator's motion system, the aircraft motion, and thus the motion cues presented to the pilot, must be filtered using a washout filter and therefore only provide the pilot with an approximation of the true aircraft motion cues.
This study focuses on this issue for pitch attitude control of a large commercial airliner. During conventional aircraft pitch maneuvering pilots are subjected to a combination of (coupled) rotational and translational motion cues. Dominant motion cues are the rotational pitch motion, the heave motion that results directly from the pitch rotation and the fact that the pilots are seated well in front of the center of pitch rotation, and heave motion resulting from variations in the altitude of the aircraft c.g. Using the definitions from Ref. 5 , these latter two heave motion components are referred to as "pitch heave" (PH) and "center-of-gravity heave" (CH).
Recent studies performed in the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) of the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering at Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) [5] [6] [7] focused on the effects of these different motion cues during pitch attitude control tasks and the optimal strategy for cueing this combined aircraft pitch and heave motion in a flight simulator. These previous experiments considered this problem for a small jet aircraft, a Cessna Citation I, as the results of these studies were to be linked to in-flight measurements taken in TU Delft's laboratory aircraft, a Cessna Citation II. 7 With respect to training pilots in flight simulators, it is of much interest to also consider this problem for large transport aircraft. However, it is unknown (even unlikely) that the results obtained from investigations that consider motion cueing for a small jet aircraft transfer directly to the case of a large transport aircraft, due to considerable differences in aircraft dynamics and geometry.
This paper therefore considers the problem of the motion cueing for pitch maneuvering, and its effect on pilot behavior and performance, for a typical large transport aircraft. The focus of the current research is on how differences in controlled pitch dynamics and the relative magnitude of the different available motion cues may affect utilization of motion information compared to the earlier Cessna Citation I experiments. Especially the much larger distance between the center of pitch rotation and the pilot station for large transport aircraft, which results in PH accelerations of much higher magnitude, could be an important factor for deciding on the best cueing strategy for pitch maneuvering. The problem of cueing rotational pitch and translational heave motion is evaluated for a simulator with a typical hexapod motion system, such as the SRS at TU Delft. Due to the fact that a high fidelity mathematical model of a Boeing 747 was available from an earlier study (Ref. 8) , this paper will consider this problem for this aircraft. To evaluate extent the results of the experiments of Refs. 5 and 6 can be straightforwardly applied to larger aircraft, a dedicated experiment is performed to obtain measurements of pilot tracking behavior under conditions representative for a large transport aircraft, for a variation in pitch and heave motion cueing settings.
This paper is structured as follows. First Section II provides some background information concerning aircraft pitch control and the motion cues that are perceivable during pitch maneuvering. In addition, an overview of some of the previous studies that used behavioral measurements for evaluating the simulator motion cueing for pitch maneuvers is given. Section III provides an overview of some of the important differences with the small jet aircraft considered in previous studies that need to be considered for large transport aircraft, both in controlled dynamics and in the relative magnitudes of the different motion cues at the pilot station. Section IV describes all the details of the experiment that was performed to evaluate the effect of variations in pitch and heave motion cueing on pilot behavior in the SRS. The results of this experiment are analyzed in Section V and a discussion follows in Section VI. This paper ends with the main conclusions in Section VII.
II. Background

II.A. Motion Cues During Pitch Maneuvering
In conventional fixed-wing aircraft, the pilot station is generally located in front of the aircraft center of gravity. The motion pilots are subjected to during flight are a superposition of movement of the aircraft center of gravity, rigid body rotation around the aircraft center of gravity and possible aeroelastic effects. 9 This is especially true for aircraft pitch maneuvering, for which a schematic representation of the dominant motion cues that are perceivable at the pilot station is depicted in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 illustrates that during changes in pitch attitude θ, vertical motion will also be present at the pilot station, in addition to the obvious pitch rotation. For instance, a change in pitch attitude will cause a change in aircraft altitude, yielding relatively low-frequency vertical (heave) motion of the aircraft center of gravity. This component of the symmetrical aircraft motion is referred to as CH in this study, indicated with the symbol a zcg in Fig. 1 . In addition, the pitch rotation around the aircraft c.g. directly induces extra heave motion at the pilot station, due to the position of the pilot station with respect to the aircraft c.g. This latter heave component will be referred to as PH in this study, and denoted with the symbol a z θ . Using the definitions and conventions shown in Fig. 1 , and omitting any heave accelerations resulting from aeroelastic modes, the total heave acceleration at the pilot station during pitch maneuvers (in aircraft body axes) can be denoted as:
In Eq. (1), l is the distance in longitudinal direction between the aircraft center of gravity and the pilot station;θ denotes the pitch acceleration. Note that, despite the fact that there may be an additional small vertical offset between aircraft c.g. and pilot station, only the effects of the longitudinal offset l are considered here, as these are typically highly dominant.
Eq. (1) shows that the greater the distance l between pilot station and center of gravity, that is, the larger the aircraft under consideration, the more dominant the pitch heave component a z θ will be. Some argue that for certain types of aircraft the linear motion cues that result from changes in aircraft attitude even dominate pilots' perception of rotational motion. 10 As will be shown in more detail in Section III.C, this is one of the key factors that need to be accounted for when interpreting the results of previous experiments performed for small jet aircraft. [5] [6] [7] 
II.B. Pitch Attitude Control Task and Pilot Behavior
In this paper, a compensatory pitch tracking task is used to study the effects of the different motion cues that are present during pitch maneuvering on pilot control behavior. As explained in more detail in Ref. 11 , compensatory tracking tasks have been used in many investigations into the effects of motion feedback on pilot behavior. 5, 6, [12] [13] [14] [15] A compensatory tracking task is chosen here for evaluating the effects of the different motion cues that occur during pitch maneuvering as such a control task allows for following a cybernetic approach as defined by Mulder. 16 Such a cybernetic approach revolves around "studying the fundamental properties of pilot-vehicle interaction centered around information, in particular the information used for control". 16 Previous research has shown that for compensatory tracking tasks, pilots' responses to visual and motion information can be separated using mathematical models of pilot behavior and corresponding identification techniques, 13, 17 thereby allowing for quantitative evaluation and comparison of how pilots make use of these different cues during manual control tasks.
A schematic representation of the pitch control task considered in this paper is depicted in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 shows the pilot controlling the aircraft pitch dynamics in a feedback configuration. Pilot control action is induced using two forcing functions: a target forcing function f t , defining the reference pitch that is to be followed, and a disturbance forcing function f d , which acts as a disturbance on the controlled element. In this study, these forcing function signals are independent quasi-random sum-of-sine signals, which are known to allow for separating two pilot's responses using frequency domain identification techniques. Fig. 2 shows that the controlled element for a pitch control task consists of two parts: the column-to-pitch dynamics H θ,δc (s) whose output is the controlled pitch attitude θ and the column-to-heave-acceleration dynamics H az ,δc (s), which define the dynamics of the heave motion that is perceived during the pitch maneuver. Note that H az,δc (s) in this case includes both PH and CH components (see Eq. (1)). The dynamics of the heave motion filter, which affect the output of the aircraft heave response H az,δc (s) before it is perceived by the pilot, are depicted in Fig. 2 with the symbol H az s ,az (s). Note that no filtering is considered in this study for the rotational pitch motion cues.
Finally, Fig. 2 shows that the pilot's control behavior is represented as a combination of three separate responses to visually presented tracking errors H pe (s), rotational pitch motion H p θ (s), and translational heave motion H pa z (s), supplemented with a remnant signal n that accounts for all nonlinearities in the pilot's control behavior. Note that the contributions of the pilot visual (H pe (s)) and motion responses (H p θ (s) and H pa z (s)) to the pilot control signal u are indicated in Fig. 2 with the symbols u v and u m . The variances of these two signals will be used in Section V for evaluating the magnitude of the effect of motion feedback for identified multimodal pilot dynamics.
II.C. Previous Work
One of the first studies into the effects of motion cueing for pitch maneuvers on pilot performance and behavior was performed by Van Gool and Mooij. 4 They performed on-ground and in-air pitch tracking tasks in a Beechcraft Queen Air with a body length of 10.8 m. For their pitch control task, Van Gool and Mooij showed that translational motion during pitch tracking tasks lowered the values of the crossover frequency and degraded the pilot-aircraft performance compared to conditions where no translational motion was present. This effect was found to be highly subject-dependent. Van Gool and Mooij stated that proper rotational acceleration simulation is of higher importance to the pilot than linear acceleration. However, in this study the magnitudes of the linear acceleration cues were relatively low (RMS value of 0.05 m/s
2 ) compared to the pitch acceleration cues (RMS value of 2.1 deg/s 2 ). While not strictly a pure pitch maneuver, Gouverneur et al. 18 performed a study into the effect of heave cueing settings on pilot performance in a lateral offset approach and landing task, using a simulation model of the Boeing Generic Large Transport aircraft. While motion cueing settings in all other degrees of freedom were kept fixed, heave motion cueing was varied over seven different washout settings (including one with a negative gain, yielding inverted heave motion cues). Despite considering a wide range of heave washout settings, Gouverneur et al did not find a statistically significant effect on pilot landing performance. They did, however, find consistently reduced control activity for higher fidelity heave cueing settings.
Steurs et al. 19 performed compensatory and pursuit target-following tasks in the TU Delft Cessna Citation laboratory aircraft and in the SRS at TU Delft for different pitch and heave motion cueing settings. In this study, the choice was made to use second order heave motion filters, which required comparatively low gains and high break frequencies to transform the aircraft heave motion to motion profiles that would fit in the SRS workspace. This yielded a set of heave motion filters that would qualify as very low fidelity according to criteria defined by Sinacori 20 and Schroeder.
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A clear effect of increased rotational pitch motion gain on task performance and perceived motion fidelity was observed. However, no consistent differences between the different heave cueing settings were found. Unfortunately, the measurements in the SRS were also only performed for one Citation pilot. Finally, Refs. 5 and 6 describe two recent experiments that investigated the effects of pitch and heave motion cueing on pilot tracking performance and control behavior for a Cessna Citation I, both performed at TU Delft. Zaal et al. 5 showed that for this small jet aircraft the effects of the rotational pitch motion were the most significant. However, the third-order heave motion filter used for that experiment was tuned to keep the much more high-amplitude CH motion within the simulator limits and had a filter gain of 0.6 and a dominant second-order break frequency of 1.25 rad/s. While attenuating the CH motion to remain just within the simulator workspace, this filter reduced the PH motion in this experiment to a maximum vertical displacement of 5 cm. This was, in hindsight, believed to be the cause of the limited effect of this PH motion as found by Zaal et al. An additional conclusion drawn from this work was that the CH motion is not used as feedback by pilots during pitch attitude control, but that this motion component does affect pilot behavior, as the addition of CH motion showed a modest decrease in task performance and a highly significant increase in visual lead, which is opposite of what is to be expected when additional motion feedback is made available.
Due to the fact that the heave motion filter was in fact not required in the experiment of Zaal et al. 5 for attenuating the PH motion, a second experiment is described by Pool et al. 6 in which the effect of the heave washout filter used by Zaal et al. on the measured effect of the PH motion in that study was verified. To achieve this, Pool et al. 6 considered the same pitch tracking task, but the CH heave motion was omitted. This experiment showed increased tracking performance when the simulator heave motion fidelity was enhanced by increasing the heave washout filter gain and by removing the filter dynamics. Furthermore, Pool et al. showed that the increase in performance was caused by an increase in the gain of pilots' responses to visual and physical motion stimuli and a decrease in the amount of visual lead by the pilots, allowed for due to the fact that the PH motion provided them with a better source of lead. A marked decrease in performance was already visible when the PH motion gain was scaled with a gain of 0.6 (no further washout), which is generally stated to be a quite acceptable motion filter gain setting. 
III. Effects of Aircraft Size
Most previous studies into the effects of motion cueing for pitch maneuvers, at least those that used multimodal pilot models for evaluating measured changes in pilot behavior that result from changes in cueing settings, 5, 6 have focused on small jet aircraft. A overall size comparison of the Cessna Citation I considered in Refs. 5 and 6 and the Boeing 747 considered in the current study is shown in Fig. 3 .
In this paper, the extent to which the results of the studies performed with a Cessna Citation I model are also applicable to larger aircraft, such as the Boeing 747, is addressed. Two issues are likely to complicate such direct application of these previously obtained results, both resulting from the adaptability of the human pilot to the control task he is to perform. 21 The first is that larger aircraft typically have slower dynamics than smaller ones, likely resulting in different adaptation of pilot control behavior and, as a result, possibly different effects of motion feedback in general. 22 The second is that due to the difference in aircraft geometry (most notably a different l), the relative contributions of PH and CH to the total heave motion that is perceivable at the pilot station change. The extent to which these two factors may affect measured pilot behavior, and hence the applicability of the results of previous work to larger aircraft, is discussed in this section.
III.A. Controlled Dynamics
To evaluate the difference in controlled element dynamics, which will likely lead to a difference in pilot control behavior 21 during pitch control of a Cessna Citation I and a Boeing 747, here nonlinear models of both aircraft are linearized at the same trim condition to allow for somewhat fair comparison. The chosen trim condition is the flight condition both aircraft would be in at an ILS interception point at 5,000 ft and 160 kts. For the Citation I a flap setting of 15 deg was used, whereas for the Boeing 747 flaps were set to 25 deg. For the Boeing 747 this resulted in a trim condition with a trim pitch attitude of 3.43 deg. The linearized control-column-to-pitch responses H θ,δc (see Fig. 2 ) of both aircraft, denoted with superscript CIT and B747, respectively, are then obtained as: 
Note that the transfer functions given by Eqs. (2) and (3) represent a typical fixed-airspeed (short-period) approximation of conventional aircraft pitch dynamics. Here these equations are defined such that a positive control input δ c will cause a downward (negative) elevator deflection, which in turn yields a positive pitch-up motion of the aircraft. For comparison of both controlled elements, the frequency responses of Eqs. (2) and (3) are depicted in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows that the Boeing 747 has a lower high-frequency gain, which results in slower response to control inputs. The frequency where both controlled element magnitude responses show a peak, and where they transition from approximately K/s dynamics at low frequencies to K/s 2 dynamics at higher frequencies, correspond to the natural frequency of the short-period mode. As can be verified from Fig. 4 , this short-period mode natural frequency is markedly lower, at ω sp = √ 1.07 = 1.03 rad/s, for the Boeing 747 than for the Citation I, for which ω sp = √ 7.60 = 2.76 rad/s. Note that both of these short-period frequencies lie at the lower range of the 2-5 rad/s expected crossover region for tracking tasks according to McRuer et al. 23 Due to the lower ω sp , and the requirement for equalizing the controlled pitch dynamics to a single integrator around the crossover frequency, 23 it can be anticipated that pilots will perform lead equalization starting from lower frequencies -that is, more required lead equalization -for a system with Boeing 747 pitch dynamics than required for the Citation I dynamics given by Eq. (2).
III.B. Optimal Control Analysis
The comparison of column-to-pitch dynamics frequency responses shown in Fig. 4 suggests pilots would need to perform more lead equalization for the slower Boeing 747 dynamics than would be required for control of the Citation I dynamics. As effects of motion feedback are typically largest for controlled elements that require more lead equalization, 22 this could imply motion feedback is more beneficial for the case of Boeing 747 pitch control. Here this observation is quantitatively evaluated by performing an optimal control analysis for the considered pitch control task similar to the one performed in Ref. 5 . A schematic representation of the control structure utilized for this analysis is depicted in Fig. 5 . Note that Fig. 5 depicts the same compensatory tracking task as Fig. 2 , where the target signal is now set to zero. This implies that pure disturbance-rejection is analyzed here, which is thought to be permissible due to the dominant disturbance signal used in Ref. 5 . In addition, the pilot's dynamics have been replaced by the more generic feedback gain structure shown in Fig. 5 , which includes separate feedback gains for the pitch attitude, pitch rate, and pitch acceleration. The pitch attitude and its derivatives form the state of the optimal control problem, here defined as
T . From the work of Levison 24 it is known that a well-trained human controller in optimal conditions can be represented by a controller that tries to find an optimal weighing between performance and effort. In this case a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) was assumed to approximate the pilot where the optimal state feedback gains shown in Fig. 5 are calculated by minimizing the cost function:
In Eq. (4) the Q and R matrices are weighting matrices and u is equal to u = − K θ Kθ Kθ x, as can be deduced from Fig. 5 . By increasing the value for R, the weighing of the input u, the resulting feedbacks will result in pilot behavior that lays more emphasis on reduction of effort. To tune the LQR problem solution, the method of Bryson and Ho 25 is used, where the values of Q and R are set to the inverse of the squared maximum allowable values of x and u, respectively. The maximum pitch attitude was set to θ max = 5 deg = 0.0873 rad, as this is approximately the maximum value of θ that is reached due to the disturbance f d . For the maximum pitch rate and pitch acceleration the limits for motion cues generated by the SRS motion base were taken from Ref. 26 First of all note from Fig. 6 that the optimal pitch attitude feedback gain K θ is of similar magnitude for both aircraft of the whole range of values for R. This implies that the feedback of attitude information is of equal importance for control of both aircraft. For the pitch rate feedback gain Kθ and the pitch acceleration feedback gain Kθ, however, clear differences are observed between the data for the different aircraft dynamics. Both derivative gains are around a factor 2 higher for all values of R for the Boeing 747 controlled element, indicating a stronger reliance on rate and acceleration feedback for optimal control. This confirms the increased requirement for lead equalization for these dynamics due to the lower short-period mode natural frequency ω sp observed in Fig. 4 . As described in more detail in Ref. 5 , rotational pitch motion as perceived with the semicircular canals provides pilots with information onθ, 14 which they can use to perform feedback control. In addition, pilots may be able to achieve acceleration feedback from supplied PH motion, as the acceleration perception properties of the otoliths 14 give them a percept of a z θ = −lθ. This analysis therefore suggests that the Boeing 747 controlled element might yield more effect of both pitch and heave motion feedback than observed for the Citation I controlled element.
III.C. Heave Response
Fig. 1 depicts the separation of two different components of the total heave motion that is perceivable at the pilot station as proposed and applied in Refs. 5 and 6. A distinction is made between the heave motion of the aircraft center of gravity (CH) and heave motion of the pilot station with respect to the c.g. (PH). As explained in detail by Field et al., 27 for a conventional aircraft the pitch rotation that occurs upon a longitudinal column input does not occur around the aircraft center of gravity, but rather around a location commonly referred to as the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR), which is typically located closer to the pilot station than the aircraft c.g. By definition, the ICR is the longitudinal along the aircraft longitudinal axis that does not initially move in vertical direction upon a step pitch control input. Especially for large aircraft, the distance between the c.g. and the ICR can be significant. As the transfer function for the CH heave motion shown in Ref. 5 shows, the aircraft c.g. tends to move down slightly upon a positive column input δ c , yielding non minimum-phase CH dynamics. The position of the ICR with respect to the longitudinal location of the c.g. is calculated according to:
where l xicr is defined positive forward of the c.g. As indicated by Eq. (7), the ICR is the location along the aircraft longitudinal axis where there is no direct influence ofθ on the perceived heave acceleration. As the distinction between heave motion that is directly related to θ and motion that is not directly related to θ is thought to be important for assessing the effect of motion feedback on pilot behavior during pitch control, a different subdivision between the two heave motion components could also be made, splitting a z in vertical motion of the ICR (ICH motion) and vertical motion with respect to the ICR (IPH motion). This is gives the following relations for the total heave response at the pilot station to a column input:
It should be noted from Eq. (8) that both conventions still result in the same total heave motion at the pilot station. Evaluating Eq. (7) for both the Cessna Citation I and Boeing 747 controlled elements results in an l xicr of 0.92 m and 5.88 m, respectively. The arm of the IPH accelerations l x pil , as used for calculating a z θ,i = −l x pilθ , is then given by:
In Eq. (9), l indicates the longitudinal distance between the aircraft c.g. and the pilot station, as depicted in Fig. 1 . From Eq. (9), l x pil can be found to be equal to 2.28 m and 20.33 m for the Citation I and the Boeing 747 controlled elements, respectively. Using this information and the linearized and trimmed models of both aircraft, the ICH and IPH heave responses of both aircraft are obtained: 
The frequency responses of the transfer functions defined by Eqs. (10) to (13) are shown in Fig. 7 . These frequency responses show a dominant low-frequency contribution of the ICH motion. Important to note here is that the lower ω sp for the Boeing 747 yields a reduced magnitude of the ICH motion near the expected crossover region such that the IPH motion, which provides more valuable feedback during pitch control, is more prominent. The frequency responses also clearly show the marked gain difference in the IPH responses for the two aircraft: as a result of the much larger l x pil the IPH motion is nearly an order of magnitude larger for the Boeing 747.
It should be noted for the experiment considered in this paper always the total pilot station heave motion was cued for conditions where heave motion was present. Despite the fact that in the analysis of pilot behavior (see Section V.C.1) the separation in ICH and IPH heave motion components was considered, the remainder of this paper will still use the acronyms "CH" and "PH" to refer to these motion components for consistency with respect to the discussion of the results of previous experiments. 
IV. Experiment
To investigate the effects of pitch and heave motion cues as they occur in large transport aircraft on pilot control behavior and performance, a human-in-the-loop experiment was performed in the SRS at TU Delft. The details of this experiment are provided in this section.
IV.A. Apparatus
The experiment was performed in the SRS at the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering at TU Delft (see Fig. 8a ). This simulator has a six-degree-of-freedom hexapod motion system driven by six hydraulic actuators. The time delay of the motion system has been determined to be around 30 ms. 28 During the experiment the pilots were seated in the right pilot seat and were operating an active electrical sidestick without breakout force to control the Boeing 747 model dynamics defined by Eq. (3). The sidestick was configured so that only pitch commands could be given. Pitch stick deflections in rad were used as column inputs δ c to the aircraft model without any further scaling. e For presenting the instantaneous value of the tracking error in the format depicted in Fig. 8b , use was made of a primary flight display (PFD) located directly in front of the pilot in the SRS cockpit. The update rate of the PFD was 60 Hz. From previous experiments it is known that the latency of the SRS PFD is no more than 25 ms. 29 The outside visual system was not used during this experiment and was therefore switched off.
To mask the noise generated by the actuators of the motion system, subjects wore a noise-canceling headset during the experiment. In addition to the noise-cancellation, a masking sound, which consisted of recorded aircraft engine noise, was played over the headphones to conceal any remaining sounds.
IV.B. Forcing Functions
In the experiment pilot control behavior was evaluated in the pitch attitude control task defined in Fig. 2 . The target and disturbance forcing function signals used in this pitch control task were highly similar to those of the experiments of Refs. 5 and 6. Both signals were defined as quasi-random sum-of-sine signals according to:
In Eq. (14) A d,t (k), ω d,t (k) and φ d,t (k) represent the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the k th sine of f d,t (t) respectively. N d,t is the number of individual sine signals in the forcing function signals. Both forcing functions consisted of N d,t = 10 individual sines. An individual measurement in the experiment was defined to have a measurement time of T m = 81.92 s. To allow for estimating pilot describing functions in the frequency domain, 13 sinusoid frequencies were all defined to be an integer multiple of the measurement time base frequency, ω m = 2π/T m = 0.0767 rad/s.
The forcing function frequencies were chosen slightly differently than those used in the forcing function signals from Refs. 5 and 6, as the sinusoids with the highest frequencies in those signals (around 17 rad/s) were found to require extremely high control inputs to follow or attenuate for the Boeing 747 controlled element of Eq. (3). Therefore, these sinusoids were removed from the forcing function signals and replaced with an additional low-frequency sinusoid in both f t and f d , below the lowest frequency of the original signals. For the amplitude distribution, the same second order low-pass distribution as used in Refs. 5 and 6 was selected. This amplitude filter is defined as:
The phase distribution was chosen by generating a large collection of random phase sets for each forcing function and by selecting the phase set that yields a signal in time that has an approximately Gaussian distribution and no excessive cresting or lack thereof. 30 As the disturbance signal was added to the control inputs given by the pilotthat is, it was inserted before the controlled element dynamics -the disturbance signal amplitudes and phases were preshaped with the inverse of the controlled pitch dynamics, Eq. (3). The amplitudes of f t and f d as calculated from Eq. (15) were scaled to yield time-domain variances for f t and the effective pitch disturbance caused by f d of 0.4 deg 2 . The full numerical details of the target and disturbance forcing functions are given in Table 1 . Table 1 . Experiment forcing functions. 
IV.C. Heave Motion Filter Settings
In combination with the design of the forcing function signals, the different heave motion filter settings that would be evaluated in the experiment were determined, as the amplitude and frequency distribution of the forcing function signals to a large extent defines the magnitude of the aircraft heave motion that is perceivable during the pitch tracking task of the experiment. As found by Zaal et al. 5 a third-order high-pass motion filter was required for making sure the mainly low-frequency CH motion (see Fig. 7 ) was attenuated enough to allow for performing the tracking task in the SRS without having to resort to extremely low filter gains or very high filter break frequencies. This third-order heave motion filter was of the form:
The values for ω b and ζ hp were fixed to 0.3 rad/s and 0.7, respectively. The filter gain K hp and second-order break frequency ω hp considered variable over the different heave filter settings that were to be evaluated.
To determine the settings of K hp and ω hp that would give the highest motion fidelity for the given control task, a set of reference pitch acceleration and heave acceleration trajectories were taken from preliminary human-in-the-loop data collected with subject 1 during the preparation for the experiment. Using this set of reference time traces, an analysis as described by Gouverneur et al. 18 was performed, where a large number of combinations of K hp and ω hp were tried to verify if any of the SRS motion base limitations would be reached for a given motion filter setting. The break frequency ω hp was varied from 0.1 to 4.0 rad/s with steps of 0.1 rad/s, while values of K hp were tried ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 with steps of 0.05. This gave a total of 760 different motion filters to be tested. The SRS limits that were considered in this analysis, which were also used in Ref. 18 , are given in Table 2 . Using the same format as adopted in Ref. 18 , Fig. 8 presents the results of this analysis of the 760 possible motion filter settings. Each data point in this graph, which plots the motion filter gain and phase distortion at 1 rad/s as proposed by Sinacori, 20 corresponds to a certain combination of K hp and ω hp . The solid black lines in Fig. 8 depict the fidelity boundaries defined by Schroeder 10 for translational motion cueing. Motion filter settings for which actuator extension limits were reached are indicated with crosses, while filters for which velocity limitations were breached are indicated with square markers. No acceleration limitations were reached for the motion profile considered for this control task. Filter settings that do not interfere with any of the motion base limitations listed in Table 2 , and are therefore options to evaluate in this experiment, are depicted with black dots. The three final heave motion filter settings that were selected for evaluation in this experiment are depicted in Fig. 8 with gray-filled circular markers. The numerical values of K hp and ω hp that correspond to these different filter settings are listed in Table 3 . The three selected filter settings represent the inevitable trade-off that needs to be made for high-pass motion filters between gain and filter break frequency. The first filter condition has a relatively high filter break frequency of 1.25 rad/s and is therefore referred to with the acronym HB. As can be verified from Table 3 , this high value for ω hp also allows for the adoption of a relatively high filter gain of 0.7. The second filter condition, referred to as LG (for low gain) represents the opposite choice that can be made for the filter parameters. This filter has a very low gain, which also allows for limiting the phase distortion of the supplied heave motion cues by allowing for a comparatively low value of the filter break frequency of 0.5 rad/s. The third filter is thought to represent the nearly optimal result of trading-off gain and break frequency and is therefore referred to as the high-fidelity filter condition (HF). As can be verified from Table 3 this filter combines a relatively high gain of 0.6 with a reasonably low value for ω hp of 0.85 rad/s. Fig. 9 presents the frequency responses of all selected heave motion filters and compares their magnitude response to the short-period mode natural frequency of the Boeing 747 dynamics, ω sp = 1.03 rad/s. Note from Fig. 9 that the break frequency of the HF filter is above ω sp , which implies significant gain and phase attenuation (not shown) is already present at this frequency for this filter.
IV.D. Independent Variables
The experiment was designed to investigate the effects of a variation in the cueing of the perceivable aircraft motion on the pilots' pitch attitude control behavior. Both pitch and heave cueing were varied in the experiment based on experience from and for comparison with results of earlier experiments. 5, 6 The three heave motion filter settings listed in Table 3 were supplemented with a condition with no heave cueing (referred to as NH). Furthermore, the pitch control task was performed with and without additional rotational pitch motion for all heave cueing settings, yielding a total of eight experimental conditions. It should be noted that the additional rotational pitch cues were always presented 1-to-1, so no washout was present in the pitch degree of freedom.
IV.E. Subjects and Instructions
Eight subjects were invited to perform in this experiment. All subjects were affiliated with TU Delft and the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering. All subjects had experience with similar manual control tasks where physical motion feedback was present from earlier experiments. Four subjects had additional experience as aircraft pilots. Two pilots were experienced Cessna Citation pilots. Only one of the subjects was an experienced Boeing 747 pilot. The subjects' ages ranged from 25 to 72 years old.
Prior to the experiment all subjects received a briefing on the experiment and its objectives. The main instruction they received was that it was their task to attempt to minimize the tracking error they perceived on the display.
IV.F. Experimental Procedure
Each subject started with a set of training runs to familiarize themselves with the dynamics to be controlled and the different heave and pitch motion settings. This training and familiarization period typically consisted of a total of sixteen tracking runs. During the experiment, including the training, the different cueing conditions were presented in random order according to a balanced Latin square design. After each completed set of sixteen tracking runs, corresponding to two completed repetitions of the eight experimental conditions, a forced short break of 15-30 minutes was taken to avoid fatigue of the participants as much as possible.
Tracking performance was monitored by the experimenter during the experiment. The tracking performance was defined as the RMS of the error signal e. Also the RMS of the control signal u was calculated after each run. When the subjects' levels of performance and control activity had stabilized, which indicates that participants had adopted a stationary control strategy, and five repetitions of each condition at a stable performance level had been collected the experiment was terminated. Subjects typically performed a total of 8 or 9 runs for each condition, corresponding to 64-72 tracking runs total, to have a consistent set of five measurement runs.
Each experiment run lasted 100 s, of which the final 81.92 s were used as measurement data. In the first 3 seconds of each tracking run the simulator was tilted to the trim pitch attitude of the aircraft of 3.43 deg pitch up. In addition, the same 3 seconds were used to fade in the disturbance forcing signal. The tilting of the aircraft to the trim angle was done for every condition, including the conditions without rotational pitch cueing and even for the single-loop condition without any pitch or heave cueing.
IV.G. Dependent Measures
A number of different dependent measures are considered for this experiment for evaluating the effects of the applied variation in motion cueing. Time traces of the pitch attitude θ, pitch rateθ, and pitch accelerationθ were recorded for each run, together with the error signal e, control signal u and different heave acceleration components a z θ and a zcg . Using this data various dependent measures were calculated. The variances of the tracking error and the control signal are considered as measures of pilot performance and control activity, respectively. Furthermore, pilot-vehicle system target and disturbance open-loop crossover frequencies and phase margins are calculated from estimated frequency domain describing functions 12 as measures of pilot-vehicle system performance and stability. Further quantitative measurements of changes in pilot control strategy are obtained by fitting a multimodal pilot model to the measured experiment time histories. The details of this identification procedure and the adopted pilot model will be given in Section V.C.1. The accuracy of the identified pilot models, and how this varies over the different experimental conditions, is evaluated by considering the model variance accounted for (VAF). The VAF expresses the amount of variance in the measured model output signal (in this case the pilot control signal u) that is explained by the model in a percentage. Finally, the identified pilot models are used to evaluate the relative contributions of the pilot visual and motion responses to the control inputs given by the pilots, as a measure of pilots' reliance on motion feedback. For this evaluation, the fraction of the variances of the signals u v and u m (see Fig. 2 ) is taken as a metric.
IV.H. Hypotheses
From the analysis of the available motion cues during pitch maneuvering in Section II and the optimal control analysis in Section III.B it is anticipated that due to the slower aircraft dynamics, pilot will rely more on feedback of pitch rate and also pitch acceleration during the pitch tracking task than found in the earlier experiments of Refs. 5 and 6. Especially the hypothesized increased reliance on pitch acceleration information, which can only be obtained from perceived PH accelerations, suggests heave motion will be an important cue in this experiment.
Due to the significant offset from the center of rotation for the large aircraft considered in this study, the PH heave motion component will likely be the dominant motion cue that is perceivable at the pilot station. As opposed to findings from Refs. 5 and 6 for a smaller aircraft, this implies that the cueing of rotational pitch information might have a much smaller effect on pilot behavior in the current experiment than found in these previous studies.
With respect to the different heave motion cueing settings considered in this experiment, the following hypotheses are made. Based on the above, especially the PH motion is expected to show a large effect on pilot behavior and performance. The low gain filter condition (LG) is therefore anticipated to show only moderate changes in pilot behavior from the NH condition, as this filter setting attenuates the PH motion the most. The high break frequency filter (HB) will cause a significant phase shift in the supplied heave acceleration cues, especially since ω hp > ω sp for this filter (see Section IV.C), but still provides PH motion at the highest frequencies in the measurement range with the highest gain of all three filter settings. The high fidelity (HF) filter, however, is hypothesized to show the most marked effect of the supplied heave motion on pilot behavior, as it is believed to represent the most optimal trade-off between low phase shift and high gain possible for this pitch control task.
V. Results
This section presents the results from the eight subjects that participated in the experiment. Data from all dependent measures is presented for each condition as a mean over all subjects and the corresponding 95% confidence interval of the mean indicated with variance bars. As the experiment had a within-subjects design, all between-subject variability was removed before calculating the confidence intervals. If allowed for by the data, all presented dependent measures were analyzed using a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to evaluate the statistical significance of the effects of the applied variation in pitch and heave motion cueing. Fig. 10 presents the average measured tracking performance and control activity. These are expressed in the variances of the error signal e and the control signal u, respectively. Data for the conditions without rotational pitch cueing are depicted with white filled markers, while data for the corresponding conditions with pitch cueing are presented with black filled markers. Table 4 lists the corresponding repeated measures ANOVA results. Fig. 10a shows that the tracking error variance was affected by both the variation in heave motion cueing and the presence of rotational pitch motion. The addition of rotational pitch motion is found to result in a reduction in σ 2 e of a consistent 0.02 deg 2 for all heave cueing settings. As can be verified from Table 4 , this is a highly significant effect. Better tracking performance is also observed with the addition of heave motion in any form, as the tracking error variance is below the values measured for the NH condition for all other heave cueing settings. Of the three heave cueing settings, the HB filter, which has the highest filter gain and break frequency, is seen to result in the worst performance. Especially when pitch motion is present, the HF filter setting is found to result in the lowest σ 2 e of all heave cueing settings. The variation in tracking performance with heave cueing setting is also a highly significant effect, as can be verified from Table 4 . As the effect of the variation in heave filter settings is highly similar both 14 with and without rotational pitch motion, no interaction between both cues appears to be present in the measured performance, which is also confirmed by the ANOVA results. Measured control activity, which is depicted in Fig. 10b , shows only very slightly increased values for the HB and HF filter settings compared to the NH and LG conditions. In addition, also not too much of an effect of the addition of pitch cueing is visible. Furthermore, due to large differences in the baseline level of control activity between the different participants, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the measured control activity samples showed that the distributions of σ 2 u were significantly different from a Gaussian distribution for all experimental conditions. For this reason, no ANOVA could be performed on the control activity data presented in Fig. 10b. 
V.A. Tracking Performance and Control Activity
V.B. Pilot-Vehicle System Open-Loop Characteristics
For a combined target-following and disturbance-rejection task as considered in this study (see Fig. 2 ), the pilot has to consider the stability and performance of the combined pilot-vehicle system for both target-following and disturbancerejection. To investigate these properties, the crossover frequencies and phase margins of both the target-following and disturbance-rejection open-loop systems can be considered. 12 For the mathematical derivation of the equations for these open-loop dynamics, please refer to, for instance, Ref. 5. Fig. 11 shows the average target and disturbance-loop crossover frequencies and phase margins calculated for the current experiment. Fig. 11a shows the measured disturbance crossover frequencies for all experimental conditions. Typically, better tracking performance (lower σ 2 e ) is associated with a higher crossover frequency. 21 As can be verified from comparison with Fig. 10a, ω c,d is indeed found to show nearly perfectly inverse effects of the pitch and heave cueing variation as observed for the tracking error variance. Both the addition of pitch and heave motion is found to yield an increase in disturbance crossover frequency of around 0.3 rad/s. Also in line with the results found for σ 2 e , the highest crossover frequencies are found for the LG and HF heave cueing settings. As can be verified from Table 5 , which lists the repeated measures ANOVA results for all variables presented in Fig. 11 , both the effects of pitch and heave cueing on ω c,d are found to be highly significant. The measured disturbance-loop phase margins presented in Fig. 11c show values of ϕ m,d of around 50 deg for all conditions of the experiment. Except perhaps for slightly elevated values (around 2 deg higher) for the HB heave motion filter setting, no consistent effects of the variation in pitch and heave cueing are observed on ϕ m,d . This is also confirmed from the ANOVA results shown in Table 5 .
The crossover frequencies of the target-following loop show a trend over the different heave cueing conditions that follows the trend observed in ω c,d , but markedly less pronounced. In addition, no consistent effect of the addition of rotational pitch cueing is present for ω c,t . As can be verified from Table 5 , the observed variation in target crossover frequency due to heave cueing variations is statistically significant, while the ANOVA also confirms the absence of an effect of rotational pitch cueing.
The corresponding target-loop phase margin results presented in Fig. 11d do show a clear effect of the presence of rotational pitch cueing, as the addition of pitch cueing is seen to result in a consistent increase in ϕ m,t of around 5 deg for all heave cueing settings. This increase in target phase margin is highly significant, as can be verified from Table 5 . A slight decrease in ϕ m,t is visible for the HB heave cueing setting, but overall no consistent effects of the variation in heave cueing on the target-loop phase margin are observed.
V.C. Pilot Modeling Results
V.C.1. Pilot Model Structure Selection
As depicted in Fig. 2 , for the considered pitch attitude control task pilots may utilize a feedback control strategy based on information taken from visual tracking error and physical pitch and heave motion cues. For modeling pilots' responses to visually presented tracking errors e, the pilot visual response to perceived tracking errors H pe (jω) was modeled as:
The model given by Eq. (17) Note that the visual equalization term of the Precision Model is reduced to a pure lead, as for the controlled element dynamics given by Eq. (3) it is likely that pilots will generate lead to compensate for the second-order dynamics at frequencies above ω sp . The main parameters of the model for H pe (jω) are the pilot visual gain K pv , the pilot visual lead time constant T Lv , and the pilot visual delay τ v . The high-frequency neuromuscular actuation dynamics H nm (jω) are modeled using the same second-order mass-spring-damper model used in Refs. 5 and 6:
The neuromuscular actuation dynamics natural frequency ω nm and damping factor ζ nm are also considered as free parameters of the considered pilot model.
For modeling pilots' responses to perceived rotational pitch and translational heave accelerations an approach similar to the one described in Ref. 6 is followed. As for instance proposed by Hosman 14 and Van der Vaart, 15 pilots' responses to rotational pitch motion can be modeled as a response to the output of the semicircular canals (SCC). The dynamics of the SCC are approximately those of an integrator for a rotational acceleration input over the frequency range approximately 0.1-9 rad/s, 14 after which they level of to a pure gain. Similarly, the otoliths, which are sensitive to specific force and are hence the vestibular sensor sensitive to the heave accelerations applied in the experiment, are approximately a gain over the frequency range of interest to manual control. However, it has been argued, 31 and shown using experimental data in Ref. 6 , that in some instances pilots may internally integrate perceived translational accelerations to rates, to end up with an alternative for visual lead equalization.
For modeling pilots' responses to heave acceleration cues, a number of different strategies were evaluated. First of all, by evaluating pilot describing function estimates, obtained with a method similar to the one described in Ref. 13 , it was found that pilot responses to heave motion only showed consistency at frequencies well above ω sp = 1.03 rad/s (this will be addressed in more detail below). As can be verified from Fig. 7 , the PH acceleration cues are dominant at these higher frequencies, whereas the CH accelerations dominate below ω sp . Ref. 5 showed that CH cues hold no information that would be useful to pilots during pitch attitude control, which is confirmed by the purely highfrequency response to heave motion found in the current experiment. Based on this analysis it was found valid to model pilots' responses to heave accelerations H pa z (jω) using only the IPH accelerations a z θ ,i , rather than the total aircraft heave at the pilot station a z , as given by Eq. (1) .
The resulting models for the pilot pitch and heave responses as used in this paper are similar to those derived and applied in Ref. 6 and are given by:
In addition to the pilot motion gain K pm and the pilot motion delay τ m , these models for the pilot pitch and heave responses include an additional parameter, the motion lead time constant T Lm . This lead term is included in both models to allow for capturing of possible pilot responses to pitch and heave accelerations, instead of purely modeling the response to integrated heave acceleration, as for instance found appropriate for the experiment of Ref. 6 .
As the pitch heave accelerations that are used as the input for the pilot heave response given by H pa z (jω) are related to the pitch attitude through a z θ ,i = −l x pilθ , this implies that the pilot model responses to rotational pitch cues and heave acceleration cues should yield equivalent model fits if both motion cues are utilized by pilots to the same extent. This, as also argued in Ref. 6 , allows for direct comparison of values of K pm and τ m across the different model forms given by Eqs. (19) and (21). Fig. 12 depicts pilot model identification results for one subject for one of the experimental conditions with only heave motion cueing (subject 1, condition HF). For reference, Fig. 12 also shows an estimated frequency-domain pilot describing function for this data set, which can be estimated at the forcing function frequencies independent from the chosen pilot model structure. A fit of the model of Eq. (21), obtained using the time-domain identification technique detailed in Ref. 17 , is also depicted (solid black lines). Note that the fitted model, which incorporates both the pilot visual and heave responses (Eqs. (17) and (21), respectively), describes 86% of the variance in the measured control signal u, as indicated by the pilot model VAF.
In addition to the fitted pilot model, also the pilot heave response is depicted where the lead time constant T Lm is set to zero. Comparison with the independently measured describing function suggests pilots were responding to acceleration information at the highest measurement frequencies, and therefore confirms the importance of including this extra lead term in the model for H pa z (jω).
The use of two forcing functions in a compensatory tracking task has been shown to allow for reliable separation of pilots' responses to two different modalities. 13 Therefore, for this experiment is was not possible to estimate both the pilot responses to rotational pitch and translational heave motion, H p θ (jω) and H pa z (jω), respectively. Due to the equivalence of the models given by Eqs. (19) and (eq:Hpaz), this was not a problem for evaluating the contributions of the visual and vestibular modalities, however, it does imply no explicit distinction can be made between behavior driven by rotational pitch motion and translational heave motion cues. Furthermore, it should be noted that for the condition without pitch and heave motion cueing, only the visual pilot response as given by Eq. (17) was fitted to measurements of e and u. Fig. 13 presents the average identified parameters of the model for the pilot visual response H pe (jω), as given by Eq. (17) . Table 6 shows the corresponding ANOVA results. For the pilot visual gain K pv , Fig. 13a shows an increasing trend with increasing heave motion, which is especially clear for the conditions without additional rotational pitch cueing (white markers). Furthermore, a slight drop in visual gain appears to be present for the HB and HF conditions if rotational pitch motion is made available. However, as can be judged from Table 6 , none of these observations are statistically significant. Fig. 13b shows the variation in the pilot visual lead time constant T Lv over the different conditions of the experiment. For this experiment, the addition of heave cueing in any form is seen to yield increased lead time constants compared to the NH conditions where no heave cueing was present. Typically, the availability of physical motion feedback is seen to yield a decrease in the amount of visual lead equalization performed by pilots during manual tracking. 5, 6, 12, 14, 15 In Ref. 5 , however, where a variation in the presence of CH and PH motion cues was considered for a pitch control task, a similar relative increase in T Lv was observed when CH motion was made available. In this experiment, always the full aircraft heave motion was presented, so including the CH motion component. Therefore, the increase in T Lv shown in Fig. 13b is consistent with the data from Ref. 5 . The amount of visual lead generation is seen to increase even further when rotational pitch motion is made available. These effects of heave and pitch cueing variations on the pilot visual lead time constant are found to be highly significant and marginally significant, respectively (see Table 6 ). Furthermore, the increase in T Lv for conditions HB and HF compared to NH and LG is found 
V.C.2. Pilot Model Parameter Estimates
to be larger in the presence of pitch motion than for the pure heave cueing conditions, yielding a highly significant interaction between pitch and heave motion variation, as can be judged from Table 6 . The pilot visual delay τ v is seen to show a consistent increase of around 0.01 sec when rotational pitch motion cues are made available, independent of differences in heave cueing (see Fig. 13c ). This increase in τ v with the presence of pitch cueing is found to a highly significant effect, as can be verified from the right-most columns in Table 6 . In addition, identified values of the visual delay parameter also show considerable variation with the applied differences in heave cueing. Compared to the NH condition, pilot visual delays are found to be around 0.02 sec higher for heave cueing filter settings LG and HF. For the HB filter, the increase in τ v compared to NH is markedly less. This effect of heave motion cueing on τ v is also found to be statistically significant (see Table 6 ). Previous studies have shown increased visual delays with increasing levels of motion fidelity 5, 6, 12 and the identified values from the current experiment are consistent with these previous findings.
Fig. 14 presents the identified values of the pilot motion response dynamics as given by Eqs. (19) or (21) . Due to the absence of values for these three parameters for the condition with no heave and no pitch cueing (NH) an ANOVA as performed on all other dependent measures could not be performed on this data. Therefore, only the variations in K pm , T Lm , and τ v over the other three heave conditions (LG, HB, and HF) were analyzed using an ANOVA with one less level of the "heave" independent variable. The results of this ANOVA are shown in Table 7 .
Identified values of the pilot motion gain are presented in Fig. 14a . Note that higher values of K pm do not directly correspond to increased reliance on motion feedback due to different magnitude and phase distortion of the signal that drives the pilot motion response for the different heave cueing settings (a zs , see Fig. 2 ). The relative contributions of the visual and vestibular modalities to the pilot control strategy selected for the different conditions of the experiment are analyzed explicitly in Section V.C.3. Fig. 14a shows that the lowest values of K pm are found for the condition with only rotational pitch cueing (NH), for which the 95% confidence bars even include zero, suggesting only a minor effect of rotational pitch motion feedback on pilot control behavior for this condition. Fig. 14a further shows a trend in K pm that is consistent with the variation in motion filter gain over the different conditions. The highest pilot motion gains are observed for the LG filter, which has the lowest K hp of 0.3, while the lowest K pm are found for the HB filter for which K hp = 0.7. Note, however, that especially for the conditions without pitch motion the changes in K pm are not of the same magnitude as those in K hp , suggesting varying usage of motion information over the different experimental conditions. As visible from the large 95% confidence interval for the data obtained for the LG filter with pitch motion, for one subject an outlier, that is, a comparatively large value of K pm of Heave cueing setting 4.50, was found for this condition. Without the data for this one subject the average K pm for this condition would be 1.17, so still the highest measured value of all conditions, instead of the presented 1.59 average. Finally, note from Fig. 14a that motion gains are found to be consistently higher for those conditions for which both pitch and heave cueing were available than for those with pure heave cueing. As can be verified from Table 7 , both the effects of pitch and heave cueing on K pm are found to be highly significant.
The identified values of the motion lead time constant T Lm are shown in Fig. 14b . Again, the large spread observed for the estimates of T Lm for the NH condition are the result of a single outlier in the identified parameters. For one subject a value for the motion lead time constant of 2.64 s was found for this condition, whereas for the other seven subjects T Lm was found to be 0.34 ± 0.082 s (mean ± 95% confidence interval). When considering the heave cueing conditions LG, HB, and HF, only an effect of the presence of rotational pitch cueing on the motion lead time constant is observed, as can be verified from Table 7 . For conditions with both pitch and heave cueing T Lm is found to be around 0.64 sec, while time constants of on average 0.88 sec are found for the conditions with only heave cueing. This decrease in T Lm with the addition of pitch motion, which indicates a reduction in the usage of acceleration feedback and a pilot response based on rate feedback over a wider frequency range, is a highly significant effect. As T Lm was also generally found to be markedly lower for the NH condition, where only rotational pitch motion was present, this reduction in T Lm suggests a control strategy in which feedback from rotational information perceived with the semicircular canals is used in addition to perceived heave cues. This, however, is not proven by the presented data due to the fact that only the combined response to pitch and heave motion cues is modeled here (see Section V.C.1). Fig. 14c shows the measured values of the pilot motion delay τ m . As can be verified from Fig. 14c and Table 7 , τ m is found to be largely invariant with the applied variation in pitch and heave cueing settings. Slightly higher values of the pilot motion delay are found for the LG heave cueing condition compared to HB and HF, but this is not a significant effect. A markedly higher average τ m (around 0.05 sec higher) is, however, found for the condition with only pitch cueing (NH). This indicates that for the NH condition, for which the identified motion gains depicted in Fig. 14a indicate only a very limited effect on pilot behavior, also the latency in the pilot motion response channel was markedly higher. A similar difference in pilot motion delay between conditions with only pitch cueing and those with additional heave cueing was reported in Ref. 6 . Fig. 15 shows the identified parameters of the neuromuscular actuation model as defined by Eq. (18) . For the neuromuscular actuation natural frequency ω nm (see Fig. 15a Table 8 , which show a only a highly significant effect of the variation in heave cueing. For the neuromuscular actuation damping ratio ζ nm , Fig. 15b shows trends with the applied variation in pitch and heave motion cueing that are comparable to those shown for τ v in Fig. 13c . The same increase for conditions with heave motion as also found for the pilot visual delay is also observed for ζ nm , including the reduced increase for the HB conditions. Though less consistent than found for τ v , the identified values of ζ nm are also found to increase slightly when pitch motion is available. As listed in Table 8 , the effects of the variations in heave and pitch cueing on ζ nm are found to be highly and marginally significant, respectively. Fig. 16a shows the average model VAF for the fitted pilot models for all experimental conditions. The corresponding ANOVA results are presented in Table 9 . On average, the VAF values are found to be between 87 and 92% for all conditions, indicating that the fitted pilot models are able to describe the measured data with high accuracy. As can be verified from Fig. 16a , pilot model VAFs are found to be lowest for the HB and HF filter settings, both for the conditions with and without additional rotational pitch cueing. Though this decrease in model VAF is modest, not even 5% compared to the NH conditions, it is found to be a statistically significant effect (see Table 9 ). This slight decrease in VAF could either result from the fact that the chosen model is less appropriate for the data from these conditions, or could be caused by reduced linearity of pilot behavior under these cueing conditions. The ANOVA further revealed a marginally significant interaction between the effects of pitch and heave cueing, which post-hoc analysis revealed to be caused by the differences in the pilot model VAF between the NH and LG conditions: without pitch motion the VAFs for both heave cueing settings are found to be approximately equal, while with pitch cueing the LG filter is found to yield a clearly lower VAF than observed for NH. Fig. 16b depicts the fraction between the variances of the control signal contributions of the pilot visual (u v ) and the pilot motion (u m ) responses, see Fig. 2 . The corresponding ANOVA results are presented in Table 9 at right. Fig. 16b shows an increasing trend in σ 
V.C.3. Quality of Fit and Motion Feedback Contribution
Greenhouse-Geisser sphericity correction applied rotational pitch motion. As can be verified from Table 9 , both these effects are found to be statistically significant. The marginally significant interaction between the variation in pitch and heave cueing listed in Table 9 was found to result mainly from the smaller difference between the pitch and no-pitch conditions for the NH filter compared to the other heave motion filter settings. Overall, Fig. 16b demonstrates marked differences in the contribution of motion feedback to pilot control inputs as a result of the applied variation in pitch and heave cueing. Especially the relatively low σ 2 um /σ 2 uv for the LG conditions and the fact that the highest values are found for the HB filter conditions are notable, and are consistent with the pilot model parameter estimates shown in Fig. 13 to Fig. 15 .
VI. Discussion
This paper describes an effort to evaluate the effect of varying pitch and heave motion cueing on pilot tracking performance and control behavior in a pitch attitude disturbance-rejection task for a large commercial airliner. An extensive analysis of aircraft geometry and dynamics was performed to evaluate to what extent earlier findings from studies that considered much smaller aircraft 5, 6 might be directly applicable. The most important factor that might prevent his was thought to be the much larger heave accelerations at the pilot station due to aircraft pitch accelerations (PH), as the distance between the center of pitch rotation and the pilot station is markedly larger for large transport aircraft. An experiment is described in which eight subjects performed the pitch tracking task for varying motion cueing settings. In the experiment, three different heave washout filters were evaluated in addition to a reference condition without any heave motion cueing. The resulting four heave cueing conditions were also performed with and without pitch rotation, resulting in a total of eight experimental conditions.
The performed experiment showed significantly better tracking performance for the heave motion filter settings with higher motion filter gains. In addition, despite the suspected dominance of the heave motion cues at the pilot station, a further significant increase in tracking performance was still observed with the addition of rotational pitch motion cues. The effect of rotational pitch motion cues on pilot tracking performance was, however, found to be less pronounced than reported for smaller aircraft in Refs. 5 and 6. Measured disturbance-loop crossover frequencies were found to reflect the same trend with the applied variation in pitch and heave cueing as observed in the tracking error variance. Disturbance crossover frequencies were found to increase around 0.2 rad/s with the addition of rotational pitch motion, and with 0.3 rad/s for the highest fidelity motion filter (HF) compared to the no heave cueing condition (NH). As also reported by Pool et al., 6 the addition of rotational pitch motion was further found to result in a significant increase in target-loop phase margin, independent of the heave motion cueing setting.
The dominant effects on pilot behavior of the applied variation in pitch and heave motion cueing that were determined using fitted multimodal pilot models include a significant increase in the pilot visual lead time constant and the pilot visual time delay for the two heave filter settings with the highest motion filter gains (HF and HB) and with the addition of rotational pitch motion cues. The pitch cues are also found to result in significantly higher pilot motion gains for all heave cueing settings. Especially the increase in the visual lead time constant seems surprising, as it is commonly found that the availability of motion feedback allows pilots to reduce the amount of visual lead equalization. 6, 12, 14, 15 The same opposite effect was also observed by Zaal et al. 5 for those conditions of their experiment in which the heave motion resulting from changes in vertical aircraft c.g. position (CH) was present. The experiment of Ref. 6 confirmed that this increase in visual lead equalization indeed resulted from the presence of the CH cues. The portion of the pilot control signal explained by the pilot motion response, however, was found to be highest for those conditions that also showed the highest values for the visual lead time constant, implying still increased use was made of the available motion feedback, as expected. Furthermore, the LG heave cueing setting, which used a comparatively low-gain low-break frequency high-pass filter, was found to yield pilot tracking behavior that was closest to that observed without heave cueing, as for instance visible from a relatively modest increase in the visual lead time constant.
Pilot describing function and pilot model analysis showed pilots were responding to perceived PH heave accelerations directly at frequencies above 1-2 rad/s -that is, above the motion filter break frequencies that were evaluated in this experiment -rather than integrating them to rates to alleviate the required visual lead equalization as found in previous studies. 6, 31 An optimal control analysis performed to assess the difference in the importance of attitude, rate, and acceleration feedback for accurate tracking with the considered Boeing 747 pitch dynamics and the Cessna Citation I dynamics considered in earlier experiments 5, 6 had predicted increased benefit of acceleration feedback for the comparatively slow Boeing 747 dynamics.
The heave motion filter settings that were evaluated in the experiment were chosen to reflect different choices in the inevitable trade-off between low motion filter phase distortion and high motion filter gain. It must be noted that all selected filters would still be considered low fidelity according to the fidelity criterion proposed by Schroeder. 10 This is a result of the large-amplitude low-frequency heave motions that inevitably result from aircraft pitch maneuvering, and which are almost impossible to replicate with high motion fidelity on a typical flight simulator. 2, 3, 18, 20 As also stated by Schroeder and Grant, 11 the value of having reference measurements of pilot behavior for a condition where heave motion is presented 1-to-1 (no washout), which would allow for evaluation of the severity of this problem in flight simulator heave motion cueing, cannot be overstated. The fact that this study, however, already shows significant adaptation of pilot behavior even for a variation in low-fidelity heave motion suggests behavioral differences with measurements taken under real-flight heave cueing conditions may be appreciable.
Furthermore, one important issue that is not explicitly evaluated in this paper is the coordination between the cueing of the different degrees of freedom that are importance during pitch maneuvering. Due to the fact that typically a lot less attenuation is required for cueing rotational degrees of freedom than for translational motion cueing, discrepancies may result between these cues in flight simulators. The same, of course, holds for filtered motion cues that are presented in simulators in parallel to unfiltered visual cues. For the experiment considered in this paper, where pitch motion cues (and visual cues) were always presented 1-to-1, the largest discrepancies between the different cues occurred with the HB and HF motion filters, which had the highest break frequencies of all considered heave motion cueing settings, 1.25 and 0.85 rad/s, respectively. Despite recording the largest contributions of the pilot motion response to the given control inputs, measured data for these conditions do show values for some dependent measures that are consistent with degraded motion fidelity. Notable examples are a (non-significant) decrease in pilot visual gain, the highest recorded values for the pilot visual lead time constant, and a slight reduction in the pilot visual delay. Also the observed reduction in pilot model VAF for the conditions in which these two heave filter settings were used may be indicative of this reduced consistency in the perceived cues. Explicit evaluation of the effects of such a discrepancy between different related motion cues in flight simulators on pilots' use of these cues for manual control is therefore thought to be an important topic for future research. Finally, the experiment described in this paper considered three different settings of a third-order high-pass heave motion filter, all with distinct values of the motion filter gain and break frequency. As identified by Sinacori, 20 the attenuation performed by such a high-pass filter consists of motion scaling and phase distortion. It would be highly valuable to assess the effects of both these distinct operations on the supplied simulator motion by evaluating a factorial variation in motion filter gain and break frequency, with a large number of evaluated values for both, in an experiment similar to the one described in this paper.
VII. Conclusions
An experiment was performed to evaluate how pilot pitch attitude tracking behavior and performance are affected by a variation in rotational pitch and translational heave motion fidelity. The focus of the current paper was on manual control of a large commercial airliner (Boeing 747), for which both the controlled pitch dynamics and the relative magnitude of the perceivable pitch and heave motion cues are distinctly different from the smaller jet aircraft considered in previous studies into this problem. Analytical evaluation of differences in aircraft dynamics and geometry suggested increased requirement for rate and acceleration feedback, suggesting increased importance of motion feedback. Furthermore, comparatively larger effects of heave motion were expected than found in previous work, due to the increased magnitude of the heave cues perceivable at the pilot station, which result from the much larger aircraft body length. Pilot describing functions and multimodal pilot model analysis revealed pilots indeed used the cued heave accelerations for feedback at frequencies above 1-2 rad/s, instead of internally integrating perceived accelerations to allow for a rate feedback control strategy, as suggested in previous research. In addition, the contribution of motion feedback to the adopted pilot control strategy was found to be highest for the heave motion filter settings with the highest filter gains, which supplied the least attenuated high-frequency heave motion cues. The addition of rotational pitch motion was found to result in a further, though less pronounced compared to findings for smaller aircraft, increase in pilots' reliance on motion as opposed to visual feedback.
